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This research investigates the culturally programmatic symbolism of jazz music in film. I 

explore this concept through critical analysis of composer Terence Blanchard's original score for 

Malcolm X directed by Spike Lee (1992). I view Blanchard's music as representing a non-

diegetic tone parallel that musically narrates several authentic characteristics of African-

American life, culture, and the human condition as depicted in Lee's film. Blanchard's score 

embodies a broad spectrum of musical influences that reshape Hollywood's historically limited, 

and often misappropiated perceptions of jazz music within African-American culture. By 

combining stylistic traits of jazz and classical idioms, Blanchard reinvents the sonic soundscape 

in which musical expression and the black experience are represented on the big screen. My new 

work––Black Magic––is a musical response to the research found within this study. The through-

composed piece is written in three movements for a studio orchestra. It is an homage to the 

musical, cultural, and entertainment contributions of African-Americans in the magical realm of 

Hollywood cinema. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

In the fall of 1935, Paramount Studios released Symphony in Black: A Rhapsody of Negro 

Life featuring Duke Ellington and his orchestra.1 Although it was only nine minutes in duration, 

it was one of the first feature films that explored a black composer’s desire and efforts to create a 

symphonic work based on jazz repertoire. It offered an alternative view of African-American life 

beyond the stereotypical portrayals in Hollywood films. Ellington was inspired by the 

possibilities of jazz’s deeper meaning and its expansive outreach, and would incorporate what he 

referred to as “tone parallels”2 in hopes of “translating [the human] experience into the arena of 

sound.”3 Ellington’s tone parallels signified a cultural narrative that illuminated the condition of 

African-Americans, and sought to evoke several emotional responses of self-identity, black-

consciousness, and communal agency. It embodied a unique and fresh urban-entertainment 

vision that promoted elegance, cultural dignity, and several high-art possibilities in black popular 

music.4 He helped pave the way for jazz composers like Charles Mingus, Oliver Nelson, Ornette 

Coleman, and many others in applying jazz music as a culture defining idiom.     

                                                 
1 Symphony in Black: A Rhapsody of Negro Life, directed by Fred Waller (Hollywood, CA: Paramount Pictures, 
1935). 
2 Symphonic poems of the mid 19th century made popular by Franz Liszt, Richard Strauss, Jean Sibelius and others 
sought to elevate orchestral music in a narrative and semiotic style that aligned itself with several disciplines in 
literature and the fine arts. Ellington’s tone parallel signified a socially cultural narrative that blurred and 
manipulated the perceived limitations of jazz’s terpsichorean functions, and shed light on the economic and social 
class struggles of blacks in the twentieth century. This was conveyed most notably in his works Jump for Joy (1941), 
Black, Brown, and Beige (1943), and A Tone Parallel to Harlem (1951).  
3 Janice D. Hamlet and Coleman R. R. Means, Fight the Power!: The Spike Lee Reader (New York: Peter Lang, 
2009), 242. 
4 Brent Hayes Edwards, “The Literary Ellington,” in Uptown Conversation: The New Jazz Studies, eds. Robert G. 
O’Meally, Brent Hayes Edwards, & Farah Jasmine Griffin (New York: Columbia University Press, 2004), 326-354. 
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My interest in an artist that carries that tradition today is jazz trumpeter, and film 

composer Terence Blanchard. He successfully held dual careers as a Grammy-winning jazz 

trumpeter and prolific composer for Hollywood films. He has also scored music for powerful 

documentaries on the perseverance of humanity in the face of tremendous loss and civil 

adversity.5 As an educator he has served as artistic director for the Thelonious Monk Institute of 

Jazz, the Henry Mancini Institute at the University of Miami, and as a visiting scholar of jazz 

composition at Berklee College of Music.   

Over the past year, I have been investigating different ways in which music can tell 

stories and convey emotions in a narrative setting. Stories that express peoples’ lives are filled 

with all the hardships, tribulations and triumphs, joy and love that make us who we are. To 

illustrate this most clearly, I chose to pursue this task through film and the music that 

accompanies it. This research investigates the culturally programmatic symbolism of jazz music 

in film. I explore this concept through critical analysis of composer Terence Blanchard’s original 

score for Malcolm X, directed by Spike Lee (1992).6 I view Blanchard’s music as representing a 

non-diegetic tone parallel that musically narrates several authentic characteristics of African-

American life, culture, and the human condition as depicted in Lee’s film.7 Blanchard’s score 

                                                 
5 Terence Blanchard has scored over fifty films since his initial collaboration with Spike Lee that explore a broad 
spectrum of the human condition for all races and cultures. When the Levees Broke: A Requiem in Four Acts (2006) 
is a documentary in collaboration with director Spike Lee in response to the devastation caused by Hurricane 
Katrina on New Orleans, August 29, 2005. Over fifty of the flood levees that protected the city broke during the 
storm which left its inhabitants homeless, starving, and fighting for their lives.  
6 Malcolm X, directed by Spike Lee (Brooklyn, NY/Burbank, CA: 40 Acres and a Mule Productions/Warner 
Bros.,1992). 
7 Diegesis is a style of storytelling that reenacts the interior views and experiences of a character’s narrative. There 
are two defining musical diegeses in film with several subcategories. The two main forms are (1) Diegetic music, 
the sound in which the actors involved in the film hear (e.g. a radio broadcast, a mother singing to her child, or a 
barbershop quartet singing on a street corner, and (2) Non-diegetic music, which refers to the actual film music or 
underscore that is only audible to the audience that supports and carries the narrative forward.  
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embodies a broad spectrum of musical influences that reshape Hollywood’s historically limited, 

and often misappropriated perceptions of jazz music within the African-American culture. By 

combining stylistic traits of jazz and classical idioms, Blanchard reimagines a soundscape in 

which musical expression and the black experience are represented on the big screen.   

Many would argue that combining jazz and classical styles is not a new phenomenon and 

has been the subject of several musical explorations since the early part of the twentieth century.8 

But I argue that Blanchard’s use of these musical devices, specifically through the film genre, 

broadens and illuminates the defining elements of jazz, race, and ethnicity to the spectator. 

French cinema scholar Michel Chion argues that “music for film creates a new relationship 

between sound and the image, producing new forms of perception.”9 The portrayal of African-

Americans and jazz in film has eluded and misguided the audience’s perception of black culture 

since Alan Crosland’s The Jazz Singer (1927).10 Forty years after its release, the image and 

culture of African-Americans had suffered long lasting stereotypes that continued to be 

synonymous with brittle antagonism, communal delinquency, crime, violence, social conflict, 

and a stressed existence.11 I trace the lineage of these portrayals in film and the music that 

accompanies them from the late 1920s to the 1990s, examining film noir, the blaxploitation era, 

and Spike Lee’s Malcolm X (1992).  

                                                 
Claudia Gorbman, “Narrative Film Music.” Yale French Studies, No. 60, Cinema/Sound (1980): 190. 
8 George Gershwin’s Rhapsody in Blue (1924), William Grant Still’s Afro-American Symphony No. 1 (1930), and 
Igor Stravinsky’s Ebony Concerto (1945), are a few early examples of the combining of jazz and classical styles in 
symphonic works. 
9 Michel Chion, Audio-Vision: Sound on Screen, ed. Claudia Gorbman (New York: Columbia University Press, 
1994), 13-16. 
10 The Jazz Singer, directed by Alan Crosland. (Burbank, CA: Warner Bros. Pictures, 1927). 
11 Paul Lopes, “Signifying Deviance and Transgression.” The Behavioral Scientist, Vol. 48, No. 11 (2005): 1,476. 
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My musical focus analyzes Blanchard’s use of a theme and variations approach to the 

motive “Malcolm’s Theme.”12 It undergoes several musical permutations that identify with 

Malcolm X’s journey through his troubled adolescence, spiritual conversion, and final epiphany 

to pursue civil rights on a higher humanitarian level.13 Claudia Gorbman states that “ultimately, 

it is the narrative content, the interrelations between music and … the film’s system, that 

determine the effectiveness of film music.”14 Director Spike Lee presents this narrative in full 

retrospect of Malcolm X’s journey by expanding the context of black culture through a universal 

human dynamic to a broader audience.      

What establishes the tone parallel in music for film is the continuous reiteration of its 

association with the narrative. Film music theorist Peter Larson speculates that constant 

reinforcement of specific music––aligned with the moving image––induces a connectivity to 

social, geographical, and historical events that over time become associated as fact, regardless of 

the historical accuracy of that culture.15 Blanchard’s reinforcement of the motive not only 

redefines the culture’s sonic soundtrack, but permeates to the foreground of the narrative. His 

orchestrations create a “sonic irony,” that causes an “alienation” or “distancing effect” that 

                                                 
12 While the form of “Malcolm’s Theme” is not strictly theme and variations in the classical sense, I view 
Blanchard’s treatment to the motive with this approach by the way the music is changed each time it is presented. 

“Variations.” Kurt Von Fisher and Paul Griffiths, The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians. Edited by 
Stanley Sadie and J. Tyrrell. (London: Macmillan, 1980., Volume 19), 536-556. 
13 Malcolm X and Alex Haley, The Autobiography of Malcolm X (New York: Grove Press, 1965). 
14 Claudia Gorbman, “Narrative Film Music.” Yale French Studies, No. 60, Cinema/Sound (1980): 184. 
15 Peter Larson, Filmmusik:Historie, Analyse, Teori. (Oslo: Universitetsforlaget, 2005), 17-18. Quoted in Paula 
Flach, “Film Scoring Today: Theory, Practice and Analysis.” (M.A. Thesis, University of Bergen, 2012): 12. 
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provides a place for reflection in the audience’s subconscious, giving deeper meaning to the 

film’s historical and cultural significance.16        

Effective uses of the “alienation effect” resonate in other art disciplines as well. German 

poet, playwright, and theatre director Bertolt Brecht discusses in The Tulane Drama Review how 

performers in Chinese theatre purposely “appear[s] alien to the spectator…to the point of 

arousing surprise.”17 Furthermore, he argues that by eliminating the “fourth wall” of the stage, 

the actors cease playing the part of an imaginary character for sheer entertainment and instead 

address the audience directly, forcing the viewer to share the actor’s transformation as if it were 

his or her own.18   

Blanchard eliminates this fourth wall by “composing against the action,” linking a tone 

parallel between the narrative of Malcolm X’s life and the music.19 In film music theory, the 

terms parallel and counterpoint––with similar meanings in music––are defined as aligning the 

moving image with musical consonance and sonic agreement with its narrative, or by replacing 

the seemingly obvious musical themes with a more contrasting soundscape.20 These techniques 

confirm or alter the spectator’s perception of a film’s story-line. But what I find unique and 

significant in Blanchard’s use of this technique is the placement and cued segments in which 

                                                 
16 Janice D. Hamlet and Coleman R. R. Means, Fight the Power!: The Spike Lee Reader (New York: Peter Lang, 
2009): 242. 
17 Bertolt Brecht, “On Chinese Acting,” The Tulane Drama Review. 6., No. 1 (Sep., 1961): 132. 
18 Ibid, 134. 
19 An example of “composing against the action” would be a war scene where diegetic sound (firing of assault 
weapons, sounds of pain and anguish, etc.) is inaudible, replaced and contrasted with an underscore of slow, solemn 
music. 
20 Claudia Gorbman, “Narrative Film Music.” Yale French Studies, No. 60, Cinema/Sound (1980): 189. 
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they occur.21 In the film Malcolm X, Blanchard composes with a full palette of colorful timbres 

that includes strings, choir, and jazz combos. His musical diversity expands the complexity and 

dynamics of human sorrow, heroism, and cultural responsibility.     

I chose the medium of film to explore these tone parallels between music and the cultural 

narrative because of the direct interpretations that film provides to the spectator by its visual 

associations. These interpretations are greatly influenced by what musicologist Nicholas Cook 

refers to as synesthesia.22 My purpose is to evaluate what makes these devices work together and 

to illuminate the possibility of a more profound motivation for music in the cinema. My new 

composition Black Magic musically demonstrates the culturally programmatic features of study. 

The piece is written for a studio orchestra, jazz combo, and improvising soloists.  

 

Perception and Persuasion in the Diegetic Universe 

This study has two points of interest and significance. First is Blanchard’s compositional 

use of theme and variations on the motive “Malcolm’s Theme.” Second is the social and cultural 

impact of his music as it relates to the narrative of the film. To give greater context for the latter 

investigation, I find it necessary to provide a brief history of jazz in film as it pertains to this 

study.  

Since the introduction of sound in American films the distinction between what music 

accompanies the moving image, particularly jazz, and how that music portrayed those images 

                                                 
21 For example, the final funeral scene in Malcolm X shows a montage of his human and civil rights protests, rallies, 
and execution in shocking detail accompanied by strings, choir, and the original eulogy from 1965, reproduced for 
the film and delivered by actor/human rights activist Ossie Davis’s (Malcolm X, 1992, “Eulogy,” scene 03:07:44). 
22 “The tendency for an input in one sensory mode to excite an involuntary response in another.” Nicholas Cook, 
Analyzing Musical Multimedia. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1998): 25. 
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was strictly defined by Hollywood.23 Films like Alan Crosland’s The Jazz Singer24 (1927) and 

Dudley Murphy’s St. Louis Blues25 (1929) utilized jazz music, yet cautiously appealed to the 

segregationist standards of the entertainment industry in their portrayals of black people. Those 

standards had been set in the early part of the nineteenth century when minstrel shows featuring 

white actors in “blackface” (i.e. a comedic and demeaning portrayal of black people during the 

nineteenth century) were a popular form of burlesque entertainment. Around the turn of the 

twentieth century, vaudeville shows around the country became the popular form of 

entertainment. In these shows, more emphasis was put into a variety of theatrical performances 

that included black and white entertainers, though the unmistakable presence of race segregation 

continued to dominate the entertainment world. This naturally progressed into the film industry 

with thinly veiled reenactments of its past performance practices.  

Films like Fred Waller’s Symphony in Black26 (1935), which featured Duke Ellington and 

his orchestra, attempted to blur and manipulate the perceived limitations of jazz’s dance and 

entertainment functions and shed light on the economic and social class struggles of blacks in the 

twentieth century. But film shorts like this were not able to attract the same enthusiastic 

reception as more popular films like Andrew Stone’s Stormy Weather27 (1943). Although Stormy 

Weather featured an all-black cast––with notable performances by Lena Horne, Fats Waller, Cab 

                                                 
23 Donald Bogle, Toms, Coons, Mulattoes, Mammies, and Bucks: An Interpretive History of Blacks in American 
Films (New York: The Continuum Publishing Company, 1989), 131. 
24 The Jazz Singer, directed by Alan Crosland (Burbank, CA: Warner Bros. Pictures, 1927). 
25 St. Louis Blues, directed by Allen Reiner (Hollywood, CA: Paramount Pictures, 1958). 
26 Symphony in Black, directed by Fred Waller (Hollywood, CA: Paramount Pictures, 1935). 
27 Stormy Weather, directed by Andrew L. Stone (Los Angeles, CA: 20th Century Fox, 1943). While this film and 
many others of the 1940s era introduced black entertainers to a broader audience, common Hollywood practice 
continued to portray African-Americans simply as happy-go-lucky entertainers, servants, and modern day 
stereotypical vaudeville characters. 
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Calloway, and Bill “Bojangles” Robinson––subliminal metaphors of cultural misrepresentation 

continued to line the silver screen (e.g. during the scene of a popular dance, the Cakewalk, the 

women dancers wear flower headdresses, reminiscent of the derogatory black Sambo characters 

of the early twentieth century, 00:14:20). Film and culture critic bell hooks argues that audiences 

“have been socially conditioned to accept denigrating portraits of black people [and become] 

dissatisfied when they do not see these familiar stereotypes on the screen.”28 

Despite these oversimplified depictions of African-Americans and their music, jazz found 

a broader audience in cinema that introduced the world to an American art form. In the 1950s, 

film noir became popular for its detective, crime, and femme fatale stories. Films like Robert 

Wise’s I Want to Live 29 (1958) with music by Johnny Mandel and Gerry Mulligan, and Otto 

Preminger’s Anatomy of a Murder 30 (1959), scored by Duke Ellington, showcased the fluidity of 

jazz styles but placed the musicians––with the exception of smoky night club cameos––behind 

the scenes. Director and composer Gordon Parks broke new ground as Hollywood’s first major 

black director with the adaptation of his autobiographical novel The Learning Tree 31 (1969), and 

later defined the blaxploitation film genre that exploded with black consciousness and pride 

during the 1970s. Alex Haley’s Roots 32 (1977 TV mini-series) and Alice Walker’s The Color 

Purple 33 (1986) were some of the first films to realistically illustrate the arduous journey of 

blacks in America. Not only did these stories of African-Americans develop a more realistic 

                                                 
28 bell hooks, Reel to Real: Race, Sex, and Class at the Movies. (New York: Routledge, 1996), 75. 
29 I Want to Live, directed by Robert Wise (Beverly Hills, CA: United Artists, 1958). 
30 Anatomy of a Murder, directed by Otto Preminger. (Culver City, CA: Columbia Pictures Corporation, 1959). 
31 The Learning Tree, directed by Gordon Parks. (Burbank, CA: Warner Bros., 1969). 
32 Alex Hailey’s Roots: The Saga of an American Family, directed by Marvin J. Chomsky, John Erman, David 
Greene, and Gilbert Moses (Burbank, CA: Warner Bros. Television, 1977). 
33 The Color Purple, directed by Steven Spielberg (Burbank, CA: Warner Bros., 1985). 
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narrative, but the music––embellished with lush string orchestrations by Quincy Jones and 

Gerald Fried––established a soundscape that would subconsciously alter the spectator’s 

perception of the black experience.  

The late 1980s and 1990s saw more directors who sought to redefine the image of 

African-Americans represented on the big screen. In this study, I focus on the director/composer 

collaboration of Spike Lee and Terence Blanchard. Blanchard, a multi-Grammy winning jazz 

trumpeter and composer, joins a very short list of African-American film composers such as 

Benny Carter, Oliver Nelson, J.J. Johnson, and Quincy Jones who have successfully led dual 

careers as jazz performers and composers for major Hollywood films.  

But what I find makes Blanchard’s style unique and distinctive is that his orchestrations 

for Malcolm X––and his film scores that followed––combine jazz and classical styles in a way 

that are rarely presented as separate genres, but rather as a newly self-contained musical entity 

(Example 2.6 and cue mark 01:16:53 in Malcolm X, 1992). Rather than trying to get classical 

players to “swing” or jazz players to play “straight,” the merging of these two seemingly 

different styles complement rather than contrast with one another for authentic sonic 

justification. Blues passages are effortlessly woven into the fabric of his string orchestrations, 

just as effectively as his Ravel-inspired woodwind pairings are laced with piano improvisations. 

This alters the musical/visual expectation of the associated cultural reference to African-

American identity and puts the universality of the human condition into a broader perspective. A 

tone parallel is established by the correlation between the music and the moving image, and thus 

offers a platform for cultural reinvention. It is in this way that I view Blanchard’s music as 

culturally programmatic. 
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CHAPTER 2 

TERENCE BLANCHARD 

Terence Blanchard was born March 13, 1962 in New Orleans, Louisiana. He was 

immersed in the musical offerings of a city best known as the birthplace of jazz, and the 

nurturing encouragement of his parents Wilhelmina and Joseph Oliver Blanchard.34 He started 

playing piano at the age of five and by age eight settled on the trumpet as his musical instrument 

of choice. During his teenage years, Blanchard attended New Orleans Center for Creative Arts, 

where he befriended and studied alongside Wynton and Branford Marsalis. Blanchard’s musical 

aspirations led him to New York City to pursue his career as a jazz artist. He studied with 

saxophonist Paul Jeffrey and trumpeter Bill Fielder while at Rutgers University, and under their 

tutelage landed a tour with vibraphonist Lionel Hampton.  

In 1982, he was recommended by Wynton Marsalis to take his place in Art Blakey’s Jazz 

Messengers.35 This was a major opportunity for Blanchard. Not only was he in the position to 

apprentice under a jazz master, but he was thrust into the front-line of a band known for its 

historical lineage in the jazz tradition and public notoriety in the jazz community. Art Blakey 

was a well-known propagator of young musicians’ talents and encouraged Blanchard not only to 

express his virtuosic abilities as a jazz improviser, but as a composer as well.36 The attention and 

                                                 
34 Blanchard’s father had been a classically trained opera singer but deprived of a blossoming career due to the racial 
indifferences of the times. Anthony Margo, Contemporary Cat: Terence Blanchard with Special Guest. (Oxford: 
The Scarecrow Press Inc., 2002), 3. 
35 In 1981 Wynton Marsalis formed a jazz quintet with his brother Branford Marsalis. He released his self-titled solo 
debut in 1982. 
36 During the earliest and most lucrative years of jazz up until the 1960s, it had been traditional practice for 
promising, young, and upcoming artists to apprentice under a jazz master. It created an environment for artists to 
hone their skills with hands on training. This helped establish their presence, acceptance and credibility in the jazz 
community. The resurgence of young lions in the 1980s presented opportunities for jazz masters like Art Blakey, 
Betty Carter, and others to continue this practice. 
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well-deserved accolades during his time with the Messengers established Blanchard as one of the 

premier young lions during the hard bop revival of the 1980s.37  

Towards the end of his four-year tenure with the Messengers, Blanchard and alto 

saxophonist Donald Harrison formed their own quintet. In 1986 they received a record deal from 

Columbia Records where they produced five albums and toured extensively as leaders under 

their own names. At the height of their success, Blanchard left the group to pursue a solo career 

but was forced into a one-year hiatus to heal a stressed embouchure from years of strenuous 

playing on the road.38 Shortly before 1989, Blanchard met a young film director named Spike 

Lee, fresh out of film school at NYU’s Tisch School of the Arts. Lee aspired to portray African-

Americans on the big screen in a more natural, realistic image that differed from Hollywood’s 

historical stereotypes of black culture. Blanchard admired the cinematic efforts of Lee and was 

enthusiastically surprised when he got a call from Harold Vick––Lee’s music production 

manager––to play trumpet in a big band film recording for Lee’s third film School Daze (1988), 

scored and directed by his father Bill Lee.39 After the rapid and controversial successes of Lee’s 

School Daze and Do The Right Thing (1989), Blanchard returned to the 40 Acres and a Mule40 

production set as a technical consultant to actor Denzel Washington for his role as Bleek 

Gilliam––a jazz trumpeter––for the film Mo’ Better Blues (1990).41  During a set break, 

Blanchard was playing an original song on the piano that caught the attention of Lee. When he 

                                                 
37 In 1985 The Jazz Messengers won a Grammy for Best Instrumental Performance by a Group. 
38 Writer and critic Bruce Handy states that an accomplished brass player attempting an embouchure change is like 
“Tiger Woods reworking his swing after winning his first Masters.” Margo, 127.   
39 Bill Lee is an accomplished bassist and composer who has performed and recorded with such music legends as 
Johnny Griffin, Clifford Jordan, Ray Bryant, Aretha Franklin, and many others. He scored Spike Lee’s first five 
films in the 1980s. 
40 40 Acres and a Mule Filmworks is the production company of film director Spike Lee. 
41 Spike Lee envisioned Mo’ Better Blues to portray an intimate look at the complicated life of a jazz musician, his 
love for family, loyalty, and sense of responsibility that were usually omitted from Hollywood films on jazz. 
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asked what it was, Blanchard replied it was an original entitled “Sing Soweto,” a ballad that he 

wrote for the sixty-nine black protestors executed by the South African police during apartheid in 

1960 (known as the Sharpeville Massacre). Lee felt that the beauty and solemnity of the piece 

would fit the film well. Though it was not recorded for the Mo’ Better Blues soundtrack, 

Blanchard agreed for it to be used in the feature. This was the beginning of a long collaboration 

between the trumpeter and the director. Most importantly for the purposes of this study, it was 

also the beginning of Blanchard’s interest and big break in scoring films. 

 

Sonic Irony - Terence Blanchard’s Film Score for Malcolm X (1992):  
A Contextual Analysis 

 
My research focus is on what many critics believe to be Spike Lee’s most ambitious and 

controversial of his earlier works; a three-and-a-half-hour biography of African-American human 

rights activist Malcolm X.42 I have particular interest in this film because of how it portrays a 

man of color who transforms his beliefs into reality, and how Blanchard’s musical treatment of 

that reality parallels the narrative. The feature is closely based on Alex Haley’s manuscript, The 

Autobiography of Malcolm X (1965).43 The film follows Malcolm Little––his family surname–– 

through his younger years as a hustler and numbers runner, his spiritual conversion to the 

Muslim faith, and his quest for the abolishment of civil injustices.44 Malcolm X became one of 

                                                 
42 Canadian filmmaker Norman Jewison (A Soldier’s Story, 1984) was originally contracted to direct the film. Lee 
felt that the magnitude of such an iconic figure in black history should be directed by an African-American. He 
received criticisms from director Sidney Lumet, novelist David Bradley, writer Amiri Baraka, and a multitude of 
media outlets as to his professional experience and readiness to take on such a large endeavor so early in his career. 
Ultimately, Jewison bowed out and the opportunity to direct Malcolm X swayed in Lee’s favor. Anthony Margo, 
Contemporary Cat: Terence Blanchard with Special Guest (Oxford: The Scarecrow Press Inc., 2002), 160. 
43 Malcolm X and Alex Haley, The Autobiography of Malcolm X (New York: Grove Press, 1965). 
44 Ibid., 203. Malcolm’s spiritual transformation later led to the changing of his last name to “X” symbolizing his 
cultural identity as unknown. 
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the most influential speakers and teachers of the Nation of Islam and civil rights activists of the 

1960s. His straightforward demeanor and commanding presence in the “Nation” was 

misinterpreted by many as being hostile, militant, and anti-white. Upon his return from the holy 

pilgrimage to Mecca, Malcolm X put aside his bias towards whites and pursued equal civil rights 

of all people, regardless of their skin color or cultural background.45 Lee’s portrayal of Malcolm 

X on the big screen, along with Blanchard’s musical story-telling, suggests the tone-parallel that 

Duke Ellington incorporated in so many of his compositional works.  

My musical interest in the score for Malcolm X analyzes Blanchard’s use of theme and 

variations as they are contextually aligned with the film. I view his use of this technique as sonic 

signifiers that reinforce the narrative of Lee’s portrayal of black culture. Blanchard utilizes a 

reoccurring motive––“Malcolm’s Theme”––that undergoes several musical permutations that 

mirror Malcolm X’s life transformations. In my research, I analyzed six versions of “Malcolm’s 

Theme” that demonstrate Blanchard’s use of the motive, form and development, orchestration, 

the combining of jazz and classical idioms, and a theme and variations format that parallels the 

image and actions of the characters. Example 2.1 shows “Malcolm’s Theme” in its barest form. 

This introductory theme opens the film and accompanies the narrative in various musical 

permutations throughout the feature presentation. 

This musical example has been transcribed from the opening credits in which an image of 

the American flag burns into the shape of an X, while an unseen Malcolm X ministers to a 

congregation of Muslims practicing in the Nation of Islam. The image is accompanied by a 

                                                 
45 Ibid., 325. The hajj is an annual Islamic pilgrimage to Mecca, made by devout Muslims at least once in their 
lifetime that demonstrates their total commitment to Allah. While on his journey, Malcolm X experienced 
brotherhood between people of all races and backgrounds––an experience not afforded to him in the U.S. This led 
him to the epiphany that not all white men are evil and that human equality is meant for all who seek it.  
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montage of the 1991 public beating of Rodney King––an African-American taxi driver––by Los 

Angeles police officers.46 Linking historical references with present day media propaganda is a 

signature occurrence in Spike Lee's films. He uses this effect to reflect on social injustices that 

present a paradox of media misrepresentations to a broader audience.47  

 
Example 2.1. “Malcolm’s Theme,” Opening Credits from Malcolm X (1992, 00:00:38), author’s 
transcription, 2017. 
 

The music tempo is grave and features Blanchard’s trumpet soaring over low strings and 

a slow, pulsating timpani. As Malcolm’s speech intensifies, the orchestra grows in texture with 

cymbal crashes, low brass, and counter melodic phrases from the strings. The dynamics of the 

orchestra sets the tone for the narrative to come. “Malcolm’s Theme” is an eight-bar phrase, 

constructed from a minor pentatonic motive. It is phrased in a lyrical, folk-like song 

characteristic of a spiritual hymn. The melody is simple enough to allow for several modified 

variations without much difficulty, yet memorably strong enough to be indelibly attached to the 

                                                 
46 Though the beating of Rodney King was filmed and broadcast around the nation, the four officers involved were 
acquitted of the race crime. The video broadcast raised public concerns of police treatment of minorities in the U.S. 
and ignited the 1992 Los Angeles Riots. Fifty-five people were killed and over two thousand were injured after the 
California national guard were called in to intervene. 
47 Spike Lee uses this method in other films also. Known as a sort of “theatrical realism,” which he uses as an 
“arbitrary and contrived choice between aesthetics and politics” to enhance social awareness. Janice D. Hamlet and 
Coleman R. R. Means, Fight the Power!: The Spike Lee Reader (New York: Peter Lang, 2009), 260. 
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film’s character. Throughout my analysis of the six variations of the theme, I identify four 

compositional characteristics that often occur and define Blanchard’s scoring style. They are as 

follows: 

1) His melodic themes use pentatonic phrases that emphasize blues idioms.  

2) His harmonic and rhythmic permutations of those themes directly identify with the 
characters, geographical environments, social interactions, and human behaviors of 
the film.  

3) He uses combinations of classical and jazz styles to create new sonic soundscapes for 
the moving image.  

4) He composes against the action with anempathetic, contrapuntal textures.48  

Example 2.2., Cops and Robbers (00:18:16), shows the first variation of “Malcolm’s Theme” 

presented in the film.  

 
Example 2.2. “Malcolm’s Theme,” Cops and Robbers from Malcolm X (1992, 00:18:16), 
author’s transcription, 2017. 

 

                                                 
48 Anempathetic sound in film consists of music or sound effects that exhibit an indifference to the tone, emotion, or 
plot of the moving image. 
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This variation is aligned with an image of a teenage Malcolm Little and his partner 

Shorty, engaged in histrionic impersonations of iconic mobsters on screen––notably those of 

Humphrey Bogart and James Cagney––as they plot their first strategies in making it into the big 

time in Harlem. Ironically, the light musical undertones juxtapose with the image of mischief. 

The chord sequence oscillates between F minor and Eb minor with polyphonic rhythmic textures 

that feature staccato horns and pizzicato strings. This variation begins with the oboe––often a 

solo instrument known for its unique commanding timbre––used here as an introductory melodic 

feature to the main theme. “Malcolm’s Theme” enters in the fifth bar with the flute. The melody 

is varied from the opening sequence by separating the A and B strains of the theme with the 

chordal accompaniment stated earlier. Blanchard uses a dovetailing technique (example 2.3) to 

create a seamless color change between the flute and clarinet.  Contextually, this light-hearted 

image is cued as a segue to the tragic scene of his father’s murder in Lansing, MI. These are 

early signs of “composing against the action.” 

 
Example 2.3. “Malcolm’s Theme,” Cops and Robbers (continued) from Malcolm X (1992, 
00:18:23), author’s transcription, 2017. 

 

As Malcolm Little and Shorty soon find out the complexities and pitfalls of petty city 

hustling, they meet the acquaintance of West Indian Archie––one of the top numbers agents in 

Harlem. Little becomes Archie’s protégé and apprentices under his tutelage. After rising to the 
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ranks of respect amongst the gambling society, Little49 has a disagreement with West Indian 

Archie over the outcome of a winning lotto number. To uphold his reputation, West Indian 

Archie set out to rid himself of Little. The fear of being killed sends Little into hiding, and he is 

later rescued by a love interest, Sophia, and his partner Shorty. They decide the safest place to 

hide out is in Boston, where they later commit a string of burglaries that ultimately land them in 

prison.  

In example 2.4., Back to Boston (00:49:56), Blanchard presents a variation of “Malcolm’s 

Theme” in a jazz style. He uses a jazz septet in a contemporary hard bop setting, yet with a New 

Orleans polyphonic approach in the horn section. The tempo has a medium swing feel while the 

horns seem to dance around the melody rather than being assigned to one voice.  

Example 2.4. “Malcolm’s Theme,” Back to Boston from Malcolm X (1992, 00:49:56), author’s 
transcription, 2017. 

 

Blanchard later improvises a brief four bar solo ad-lib that melds back into the concerted 

ensemble. The instrumental makeup is alto and tenor saxophones, trumpet, trombone, and a 

rhythm section (piano, bass, and drums). The counter-melodic phrases that Blanchard uses are 

                                                 
49 At this time Malcolm Little was also known by his street name “Detroit Red,” for his red hair and light-skinned 
complexion.  
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consistent with his larger, more classical orchestrations as well. This offers continuity in his 

compositional approach and is consistent with his musical traits discussed earlier. 

In February of 1946, Malcolm Little was sentenced to eight to ten years in the 

Charlestown State Prison, Boston, MA for his crimes. He served six of those years and was 

released on parole in August 1952. While incarcerated, he met Mr. Baines,50 who introduces him 

to the “The Movement”––the teachings of Elijah Muhammad, and the Nation of Islam. Suffering 

from withdrawals of drug addiction, Little reluctantly adheres to Baine’s advice on how to 

escape the “prison of the mind” through books and knowledge of self. It is at this time that Little 

first becomes conscious of the possibility of having a greater purpose for himself. The 

brotherhood of Muslims with which he surrounded himself gave him a sense of communal 

belonging and inclusion.51 He immersed himself through intense study from the prison library, 

becoming well versed in many subjects––philosophy, social economics, law, American and 

international history, Greek literature, and more.  

Conceptually, what I find interesting about this variation (shown in example 2.5, Black 

and White, 01:13:56), is the polyphony of “Malcolm’s Theme” and the counter-melody. At this 

point in the film, the theme has been thoroughly established as representing the protagonist, but 

the juxtaposition with the counter-melody could suggest more of a connection between Little and 

his past transgressions, the struggle for acceptance, change, Mr. Baines or some other 

challenging force. I view the polyphonic duet of the oboe and English horn as representing the 

                                                 
50 Mr. Baines is a fictitious character that represents John Elton “Bimbi” Bembry (Little’s inmate in real life 
according to his autobiography), a self-educated black man who introduced Malcolm Little to a world of knowledge 
through books and intense study. 
51 Little’s brother Reginald, and several of his siblings who previously converted to the Muslim faith, encouraged 
him while in prison to seek the guidance of Allah for relief of his pain and suffering. Though Little first expressed 
hesitance and doubt, the constant outreach from his family brought him joy, and the letters of the outside world 
within the Muslim faith increased his curiosity. 
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theme in a place of life re-evaluation, and the hesitance in conceding to what could be a chance 

at redemption in Little’s life. The broader concept of being wanted and accepted unconditionally 

into a community of brotherly love is something that Little hadn’t genuinely experienced in his 

life until this moment. Examining the theme tells the story in greater detail. It begins at a whisper 

with oboe and English horn. The space where the motive rests, the counter-melody fills, and 

continues in this pattern throughout the passage. Maybe it is a dance, or game of cat and mouse, 

or one hand trying to reach for the other to be rescued. The theme and the counter-melody are 

phrased in a state of being reborn anew, paralleling the realization that Little’s life is being 

challenged in some way. See example 2.5. 

 
Example 2.5. “Malcolm’s Theme,” Black and White from Malcolm X (1992, 01:13:56), author’s 
transcription, 2017. 

      

Blanchard modulates “Malcolm’s Theme” through several keys (A, B, and F minor) and 

orchestra textures that pass the melody from an a cappella choir to a full string section without 

rhythmic accompaniment. The climatic buildup resolves to a lively 6/8 Afro-Cuban bell-

patterned rhythm, superimposed in a classical-rendered statement of the theme by horn and 

syncopated pizzicato strings, and an improvising piano (example 2.6). This is a huge textural 

shift from the somber beginnings. Though I feel Blanchard’s use of these musical elements is 

purposefully effective, I view the incorporation of these musical elements in a deeper 
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representation that traces his hardships and life circumstances, and generates a spiritual 

momentum, propelling him into the next phase of his life. 

 
Example 2.6. “Malcolm’s Theme,” Black and White from Malcolm X (1992, 01:16:53), author’s 
transcription, 2017. 

 

This, of course, is my own interpretation and not supported by the composer or another 

critical study. The possibility of a reimagined narrative impacts my view on how composers 

create beyond absolute music. The narrative acts as a guide and is interpreted how the composer 

feels it. In this way, I find composing programmatically to be gratifying. Coincidentally, the 

Black and White scene builds to a spiritual manifestation. Malcolm Little renounces his surname 

and replaces it with a X, signifying his true history as unknown––a practice in the Nation of 

Islam. 

      Upon Malcolm X’s release in 1952, he began community outreach work with the 

Nation of Islam. His popularity among the Harlem community grew, and his leadership and 
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articulate speeches caught the attention of then leader of the N.O.I., Elijah Muhammad. Malcolm 

X quickly rose to be one of the most prominent and promising speakers in the Nation of Islam 

and was soon appointed Assistant Minister of Temple Number One in Detroit. His charismatic 

and intense speeches on social justice and Negro civil rights drew many new believers to “The 

Nation.” His tactics and messages were clear and well defined, but often misinterpreted and 

edited for shock value by the media as being an anti- Nationalist, combative, “hate-messenger, 

[who is a] threat to…the relations between races…black segregationalists,” and a social militant 

force against whites.52 In The Autobiography of Malcolm X, he states that: 

I’ve had enough with someone else’s propaganda…I’m for truth, no matter who tells it. 
I’m for justice, no matter who it is for or against. I’m a human being first and foremost, 
and as such I’m for whoever and whatever benefits humanity as a whole.53 
 
Malcolm X’s devotion to the Islamic faith led him to take the sacred pilgrimage to 

Mecca––known as the hajj––to show his commitment and loyalty to the religion. Example 2.7, 

Going to Mecca (02:34:04), demonstrates the jazz idiom’s ability to encompass diverse musical 

cultures from around the world and incorporate them in new and interesting ways. Blanchard 

uses Middle-Eastern harmonic elements that color “Malcolm’s Theme” with authentic 

characteristics of the culture. Most notably, the use of the oud––an eleven to thirteen string, 

short-necked lute type instrument. The oud is used as an improvising instrument in this variation 

of “Malcolm’s Theme,” accompanied by bells, triangles, and cymbals. After the initial flute and 

English horn introduction (harmonized modally in fourths and fifths, separated by an octave), the 

melody is played lyrically without melodic embellishment. One interesting observation about the 

melody is the free flow of syncopation. In the variations presented in this chapter, this is the only 

                                                 
52 Malcolm X and Alex Haley, The Autobiography of Malcolm X (New York: Grove Press, 1965), 243. 
53 Ibid., 373. 
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one (aside from Back to Boston) that offers such treatment. The offset of the melody, just by one 

half of the beat, contextually aligns with the moving image of desert sands, a skyline of mosques, 

the holy pilgrimage to Mecca, and the experience of being in a foreign land. 

 
Example 2.7. “Malcolm’s Theme,” Going to Mecca from Malcolm X (1992, 02:34:04), author’s 
transcription, 2017. 

     

Throughout his journey, Malcolm X witnessed for the first-time Muslims who were not 

only of African descent but of all races, colors, nationalities, and backgrounds, worshipping 

together in sacred accordance to the religion. In the film, and the autobiography, Malcolm X 

writes home often to tell about his surprise at such community amongst diversity and spiritual 

fulfillment he experienced with his new brothers.54 

The final analysis comes from the Eulogy scene (example 2.8, 03:07:19) orated by actor 

and human rights activist Ossie Davis. He originally spoke these words of condolence in 1965. 

For authenticity in the film, Spike Lee convinced Davis to offer them again. The scene shows 

                                                 
54 In the spiritual awakening of his pilgrimage to Mecca, Malcolm X removed the Nation of Islam’s unknown X 
from his name and changed it to fit his new orthodox Muslim identity; El-Hajj Malik El-Shabazz. Malcolm X and 
Alex Haley, The Autobiography of Malcolm X (New York: Grove Press, 1965), 348. 
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Malcolm’s life from acting as a minister of the Nation of Islam to his untimely death in vibrant 

detail through photos and actual video footage. In scoring the music for this scene, Blanchard 

opens with two oboes and flute, displaying his musical subtlety and grace. The melody moves in 

a fugue style with polyphonic textures before the ritardando to the fermata. This introduces 

sounds of a choir (The Boys Choir of Harlem) in a solemn rendition of “Malcolm’s Theme.” The 

choir is accompanied by strings and later the full orchestra, to give the full impact and magnitude 

of his life.  

The expression in the performance suggests a culmination of all the musical devices of 

Blanchard’s compositional skill set. It starts in mourning of Malcolm’s death, then quickly 

escalates through the turbulent and arduous journeys he faced while acting as a human rights 

activist. I conclude that the “fourth wall”55 is removed and shows the portrayal of African-

Americans simply as humans who share a common longing as all human beings: to be loved. 

Blanchard’s use of large string orchestra and choir eliminates the separation of Euro-American 

classical idioms historically reserved for whites in Hollywood drama, and places scenes of black 

culture in the musical dynamic of sorrow on a higher humanitarian level. This combination 

creates “sonic irony” that no longer separates us as a colored race, but joins us together as a 

human race. As Blanchard states: 

I have this thing about African-Americans being pigeonholed into this stereotype of what 
we are. I try to build up the characters in other, unusual ways. [We] have the same issues 
of family, loyalty, responsibility [just like anybody else]. 56 

 

                                                 
55 See footnote 17. 
56 Michael Schelle, The Score: Interviews with Film Composers (Los Angeles: Silman-James Press,1999), 81. 
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Example 2.8. “Malcolm’s Theme,” Eulogy from Malcolm X (1992, 03:07:19), author’s 
transcription, 2017. 

 

Since composing the score for Malcolm X, Blanchard has emerged onto the Hollywood 

film composers’ scene with prolific output. Composing for film has allowed him to express 

musical ideas in a way that he wouldn’t be able to in other settings. His style encompasses a 

wide spectrum of musical possibilities that can be applied in a culturally defined context. Most 

composers, like Blanchard, simply prefer to be regarded as a good composer. Though his 

presence has been heavily associated with several Spike Lee films––most in the style of Malcolm 

X that promotes civil advocacy, reflects on current issues in the U.S., and acknowledges social 

and economic issues––Blanchard also seeks out other meaningful films that explore the human 

condition through all walks of life and culture. The presence of the moving image has the power 

and influence to suggest ideas that are directly relatable in real time. Being that a film’s reference 

material can be so direct, it becomes an influential tool that can be used to further the narrative of 

the storyteller. The musical associations with those images are just as powerful.  
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CHAPTER 3 

BLACK MAGIC: A NEW WORK FOR STUDIO ORCHESTRA BY BRIAN HORTON 

The title of my new work––Black Magic––is an homage to the musical, cultural, and 

entertainment contributions of African-Americans in the magical realm of Hollywood cinema. In 

preparing for this work I took a different approach from my past compositions. Rather than 

starting randomly with the abstract nature of absolute music, I imagined a certain set of life 

circumstances and then chose titles to represent them. In lieu of making a film, I chose several 

leading African-American literary and art champions that exemplify various dynamics in black 

culture and the human condition.57 The titles represent stories that I have read, heard, and/or 

experienced in life. With a clear sense of a story line, I then began to utilize a theme and 

variations technique to underscore the culturally programmatic aspect within each title. Black 

Magic follows Blanchard’s stylistic format in his score for Malcolm X––theme, variations, 

instrumentation, and orchestration. In this chapter, I will demonstrate my compositional methods 

and thought process in writing for a studio orchestra that encompasses jazz and classical idioms, 

and musicians. The piece runs a total time of twenty-five minutes in performance and is 

presented in three movements as follows: 

• Mvt. I: One Thousand, Three Hundred, And Sixty-Nine Illuminations 

• Mvt. II: All You Give Is All You Get, So Give It All You Got 

• Mvt. III: In This Quiet Place, At This Final Hour, I Heard The Lamentations Of A 
Million Hearts 

The instrumentation for the work is as follows: 

                                                 
57 Ralph Ellison, Invisible Man (New York: Vintage International, 1980)., Shirley Horn, Here’s to Life (Verve, 
1992)., Ossie Davis, “Our Shining Black Prince,” J. Clarke, ed., Malcolm X: The Man and His Times (Africa World 
Press, 1990), xi-xiii., Dudley Randall, ed., The Black Poets: A New Anthology (New York: Bantam Books, 1988). 
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Flute/Piccolo 

Oboe 

Clarinet 

Bassoon 

Alto saxophone 

Baritone saxophone/Bass clarinet 

Horn 

Trumpet 

2 Tenor trombones 

Bass trombone 

Tuba 

Piano 

Acoustic bass 

Drum set/percussion 

Violin 1 and 2 

Viola 

Cello 

Harp

Writing for an orchestra with this instrumentation presented many new challenges. The 

first consideration was distributing an equal amount of harmonic weight throughout the ensemble 

without one section being obscured by the other. When possible, I wanted to make every section 

speak with clarity. Rather than pitching them against each other––a popular and common 

approach in jazz big band writing––I followed Blanchard’s technique of featuring solo 

instruments on specific melodic passages. I placed them in their most colorful ranges and 

coupled them with contrasting timbres to accentuate their presence. The selection of instruments 

I chose for the orchestra covered a vast spectrum of tonal colors. Though the limited number of 

available players presented another challenge. There were twenty-three musicians in all. The 

woodwind section features one player per part. The brass consists of horn, trumpet, two tenor 

trombones, bass trombone, and tuba. I took the greatest caution with the seven-piece string 

section (two first violins, one 2nd violin, two violas, and two cellos). I was able to strengthen the 

string section by voicing them in unison octaves, doubled with acoustic bass and harp. Doubling 
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passages with one or more wind instruments gave the effect of a larger string section also, and 

created a more stable balance of the harmonic content. 

I composed from the rhythm section outwards. I found this constructed a strong 

foundation for the orchestra. Dynamics played a substantial role in the orchestration as well. Soft 

passages were given just as much attention as intense climaxes. This made the final reveal of 

long melodic ideas more gratifying. Improvising soloists are featured in each movement, and 

weave through the arrangement as if it were written in the music naturally. This created a sense 

of forward motion that elevated the composition’s motivic ideas. My method for presenting the 

piece in this document will first give the context of the titles. Second, I will contextually analyze 

the themes and the variations that occur throughout each movement. Finally, I will briefly speak 

on the intended emotional response and culturally programmatic symbolism that I hope to 

convey to the listener. 

 

Mvt. I. One Thousand, Three Hundred, And Sixty-Nine Illuminations 

The opening movement is influenced by the first chapter in Ralph Ellison’s novel, 

Invisible Man (1952), in which the protagonist, an unnamed narrator, realizes that his blackness 

during 1930s America renders him invisible to the outside world as they fail to see him as he 

truly is––a human being. Thus, he goes underground, living in a forgotten basement where he 

siphons free electricity from the city power company to illuminate his one thousand, three 

hundred, and sixty-nine bulbs arranged meticulously on his ceiling. They fill his space with light 

and warmth as he recollects his tumultuous past and contemplates his newly reinvented future.  
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Example 3.1. One Thousand, Three Hundred, And Sixty-Nine Illuminations, mm. 1-9. 
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I imagined what it must have been like for Ellison’s character to be alone in that 

basement, surrounded by light and warmth, but invisible to the world. To illustrate the 

programmatic elements of the title, I begin with the warm timbre of the harp in a three-note 

harmonic cell (D, B, E) in the key of B minor in an additive meter sequence of 4 + 2 (6/4 for 

easier reading). This repeating configuration of tones oscillates through a tonal center of B minor 

and a C major (9#11) chordal progression. The passage is coupled with the piano in the same 

octave, followed by the introduction of tremolo strings (double-stops by a sixth harmonic 

interval). The effect mirrors the flickering illuminations and the glimmering possibilities of a life 

reinvented. I introduce the players one at a time, dovetailing each other to present the diverse 

tonal qualities of the orchestra. Like Blanchard and throughout the work, I experimented with the 

oboe, clarinet, bassoon, horn, and flute as melodic solo instruments. The heterogeneous nature of 

these instruments as a section speaks just as clearly in unison passages as it does when 

harmonized. Example 3.1 shows the introduction in score format.  

I introduce the first of three themes throughout the work in the piano voice, 

unaccompanied by the orchestra after the introduction. It is an eight-bar, pentatonic phrase. The 

chords utilize a simple structure of triads with added seconds (1, 2, 3, and 5 scale degrees). The 

simplicity of the melody allowed for a more workable structure for variations that utilized part of 

the phrase, changing the meter of its presentation, or changing the key. Example 3.2 shows the 

melody without alteration. 

Example 3.2. Theme for One Thousand, Three Hundred, and Sixty-Nine Illuminations, mm. 17-
24. 
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To establish the theme as a prominent melodic voice throughout this work, I reinforced 

the melody with strings, in unison octaves shown in example 3.3. 

 

Example 3.3. Theme voiced in the string section, One Thousand, Three Hundred, And Sixty-Nine 
Illuminations, mm. 29-35. 

 

To contrast the introduction, I introduce a new meter, key, and song style that 

encompasses more of a jazz idiom (3/4 jazz waltz in D minor). Rather than voice the traditional 

instruments of the style (e.g. saxophones, trumpets, or trombones), I chose the horn to present the 

theme. This decision was not made with the intent of just being different, but to meld the 

soundscape of a jazz and classical alliance. The horn, along with the oboe and bassoon, has 

become my new favorite instruments for their lyrical expression and colorful timbres. Example 

3.4 shows the first variation of the melody. To make it work with the new harmonic progression 

(D-7 and G7), I split the theme in half, following the same structure of the original melodic 

phrasing. 
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Example 3.4. First variation of theme performed by horn. One Thousand, Three Hundred, And 
Sixty-Nine Illuminations, mm. 62-76. 

 

Adler states that when orchestrating instruments around the melody, one can achieve the 

best results by indicating a clear representation of the foreground, middleground, and 

background musical textures.58 Example 3.5 gives an example of this approach. The oboe is in 

the foreground presenting the melody in its middle register while the flute (harmonized over an 

octave above) and the clarinet (voiced below the oboe in thirds and sixths), offer counter-

melodic, middleground material. The backgrounds are provided by pizzicato strings, harp, piano, 

and bass in broken arpeggios. The distances between all the voices are three octaves. With the 

structure of this voicing and assignment to the specific melodic goals, each instrument is heard 

clearly. 

The first improvised solo of the piece is performed by the Flugelhorn at mm. 123-148. 

This provides the traditional jazz element of free musical expression that offers an organic 

departure from the written music. The solo is accompanied by string and woodwind backgrounds 

that recapitulate the main theme above (example 3.5). The solo form is sixteen bars and segues 

into the next section as part of the arrangement.  

An interlude at the end of the first movement transitions from the uptempo jazz waltz to a 

rubato brass feature. The melody is voiced in several major triads over a sustained Bb pedal 

                                                 
58 Samuel Adler, The Study of Orchestration (New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 2002), 118. 
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provided by tuba. Tremolos from the harp and strings provide a contrasting harmonic texture to 

the dissonance of the chorale. Example 3.6 shows the transition in detail. 

 

Example 3.5. Foreground, middleground, and background. One Thousand, Three Hundred, And 
Sixty-Nine Illuminations, mm. 184-196 

 

 
Example 3.6. Brass choral interlude. One Thousand, Three Hundred, And Sixty-Nine 
Illuminations, mm. 237-242. 
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The first movement concludes with a flute and piano duet variation of the interlude’s 

theme. The textural balance shifts to an intimate listening experience that features the flute in its 

middle register –– a warm, singing quality. Example 3.7 shows the textural shift. 

Example 3.7. Flute and piano duet. One Thousand, Three Hundred, And Sixty-Nine 
Illuminations, mm. 253-259. 

Mvt. II. All You Give Is All You Get, So Give It All You Got 

The second movement is inspired by jazz vocalist and pianist Shirley Scott. Her rendition 

of Artie Butler’s “Here’s To Life” is one of her stellar recordings of the early 1990s. The entire 

record by the same title is a testament to love and perseverance. I was influenced by the maturity, 

texture and character of her voice and applied it with all the compassion and emotional diversity 

of the orchestra. The main melody of this movement is a variation of the theme from the first 

movement set in the tonality of Bb major. It is a bluesy number that features the alto saxophone 

backed by the orchestra. The form is AAB and is extended by several interludes and a solo 

chorus. It is metered as a medium slow shuffle with a 12/8 backbeat feel in the drums. Example 

3.8 shows the first half of the melody accompanied by the piano.  

Example 3.8. Alto saxophone and piano. All You Give Is All You Get, So Give It All You Got, 
mm. 5-12. 
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In this movement, I had the idea of a single solo voice that would sing above the entire 

orchestra. Johnny Mandel’s treatment of strings on “Here’s to Life” offers a lush underscore that 

serves to enhance Horn’s voice. It never gets in the way of her delivery and provides warmth and 

support. Blanchard follows the same approach in each of his versions of “Malcolm’s Theme.” 

Even in his jazz renditions of the main theme, the melody is always heard with clarity. I kept this 

in mind as I orchestrated around the solo voice. Example 3.9 shows the introduction of strings, 

harp, and rhythm section backgrounds with the melody. 

 

Example 3.9. Alto saxophone and piano. All You Give Is All You Get, So Give It All You Got, 
mm. 30-37. 

 

Adler’s approach in balancing foreground, middleground, and background is evident in 

this example. The different levels of those textures can be rhythmically effective also. In the 

example above, the melody produces long phrases every other bar. Between those bars the harp 

and piano play an oscillating triplet-patterned phrase that adds harmonic texture to the 12/8 back 
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beat rhythm of the drums. Though there is much movement in their parts, they act as the 

background while the strings provide the middleground harmonic progression. In this way, there 

is a balance between multiple chordal instruments playing at the same time––an often-

challenging decision for any orchestrator. Once these elements were set in place, I layered the 

remaining instruments in SATB format by range, timbre, and melodic function. See example 

3.10. 

 

Example 3.10. Score. All You Give Is All You Get, So Give It All You Got, mm. 103-110. 
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The upper and middle woodwinds and brass are coupled with the strings in harmonic 

support, while their lower families are coupled with the rhythmic functions. The melody sits on 

top, undisturbed by the entire weight of the orchestra. Even during rehearsals with no amplified 

acoustics, the melody was still heard clearly. By orchestrating in this way, I could create a sense 

of fullness that grew naturally. Because the movement is written in only three parts (or textures), 

the dynamics were easier to manage.  

In the solo section backgrounds, I introduce a glimpse of the harmonic treatment coming 
in the third movement. The melody’s 3rd, 6th, and 5th tones of the major tonality are replaced by 
the 5th, Root, and b7 of the minor. Though it is the same intervallic distance and shape, the mood 
changes completely. Placing the melody in the backgrounds subliminally acts as a sort of 
preparation for the listener. When it is presented again in the foreground of the third movement, 
auditory signifiers––albeit subconsciously––will place a sense of familiarity for the listener. 
Blanchard uses this technique during other themes presented in Malcolm X that connect the main 
character to others. See example 3.11.   

 
Example 3.11. Auditory signifiers of the third movement in the solo backgrounds. All You Give 
Is All You Get, So Give It All You Got, mm. 75-82. 

 

Mvt. III. In This Quiet Place, At This Final Hour, I Heard The  
Lamentations Of A Million Hearts 

 
The final movement’s title is taken from two sources of inspiration. The first half, “In this 

quiet place, at this final hour,” is the opening remarks from actor and human rights activist Ossie 

Davis in his eulogy59 at Malcolm X’s funeral in 1965. Rather than mourn in sorrow, Davis’s 

                                                 
59 “Our Shining Black Prince,” J. Clarke, ed., Malcolm X: The Man and His Times (Africa World Press, 1990), xi-
xiii 
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speech uplifts and celebrates a man who inspired many. The second phrase “I heard the 

lamentations of a million hearts” comes from the opening of Dudley Randall’s poem, “Roses and 

Revolutions.”60 The narrator looks out over a city that is tormented by a million sorrows of civil 

unrest, but is promised hope in the dawn of a new day. This was probably the most challenging, 

yet gratifying movement to write. I wanted to capture the isolation, mental anguish, and lament 

that the narrator felt as he looked upon that city. The melody is extracted from the second 

movement’s theme, but set in a minor tonality. It opens with tambourine and bass drum in a slow 

ring-shout61 setting with a 6/8 metered feel (notated in 3/4). The oboe follows stating the melody, 

but somber in mood (Example 3.12). 

 

Example 3.12. Oboe melody with percussion. In This Quiet Place, At This Final Hour, I Heard 
The Lamentations Of A Million Hearts, mm. 13-24. 

 

An ostinato bass line represents the social climate of a city stricken with lethargic legs 

and weary thoughts. One voice from the orchestra after another gradually joins in a choir-like 

fashion in unison octaves. Between each statement of the theme are twelve bars of rest. This 

turned out to be the challenging aspect of this piece: compositional space. As composers and 

arrangers, we find it tempting to fill up as much space as possible. But to capture the essence of 

the title, I felt the use of space necessary to create the sense of longing. In this sense, I consider 

                                                 
60 Dudley Randall, ed., The Black Poets: A New Anthology (New York: Bantham Books, 1988), 142. 
61 The ring shout was a religious ritual among African slaves up until the twentieth century.  Participants worshipped 
in fervent praise during or after a holy service. Eileen Southern, The Music of Black Americans: A History (New 
York: W. W. Norton & Company, 1997), 183. 
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space not only in the measure rests, but in the long held notes during a slow tempo. Blanchard 

utilizes this effect with the Boys Choir of Harlem in “Eulogy.” See example 3.13. 

 

Example 3.13. Unison melody. In This Quiet Place, At This Final Hour, I Heard The 
Lamentations Of A Million Hearts, mm. 97-108. 

 

The first glimmers of hope occur in mm. 109-116. The clarinet solo ad-libs blues-

inflected musings, while the brass express cries of redemption by incorporating “wa-wa” sounds 

with plungers (Example 3.14). Duke Ellington exploited this effect of the brass throughout his 

career.62 The imitation of the human voice has great effect to the listener. Example 3.14. 

                                                 
62 Jump for Joy (1941), Black, Brown, and Beige (1943), and A Tone Parallel to Harlem (1951). 
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Example 3.14. Clarinet solo adlibs. In This Quiet Place, At This Final Hour, I Heard The 
Lamentations Of A Million Hearts, mm. 109-116. 

 

During the piano solo that follows, fragments of the opening motive from Mvt. I lightly 

resurface, disguised as backgrounds. By this time in the movement, the theme has been stated 

several times with changes in rhythmic feel and mood. In keeping with the idea of “hope in the 

dawn of a new day,” the piece crescendos into a climatic burst of dissonance to break the 

sequence of static harmony. The music in example 3.15 represents the conflict of human emotion 

and the clarity of resolution that follows. 

Like the opening of a sky after a storm, the first three-note harmonic cell from Mvt. I is 

pushed to the foreground. It symbolizes that the one thousand, three hundred and sixty-nine 

illuminations of clarity had been present the entire time. I view it as the prospect of reinvention 

and the promise of hope. See example 3:16. 
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Example 3.15. Climax. In This Quiet Place, At This Final Hour, I Heard The Lamentations Of A 
Million Hearts, mm. 192-201. 
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Example 3.16. Three note cell from Mvt. I. (reference example 3.1), In This Quiet Place, At This 
Final Hour, I Heard The Lamentations Of A Million Hearts, mm.109-116. 

 

This is the furthest exploration into programmatic composition I have done in a work. As 

I composed the piece, I was unaware of how much a theme and variation technique would 

impact my decision-making in the compositional process. But in the case of this study, keeping a 

theme constant through various permutations of the melody, harmony, differences and 

convergences of stylistic idioms, and orchestration choices influenced me more than I had 

realized. Analyzing Blanchard’s methods in the film score for Malcolm X instilled a conceptual 

method for composing that extends beyond absolute writing. A deeper meaning can give context 

and shape to musical form and development by incorporating a story, narration, or outside 

connection to music. Blanchard states that: 

For me, I can’t divorce the two. There has to be some kind of emotional thing connected 
to [the music] for it to have purpose. I’ve always felt that art was supposed to be a 
reflection of our culture. To me, it’s about being socially conscious, and about letting that 
inform what it is that you do. 63  

 

                                                 
63 Terence Blanchard, interview with the author, January 7, 2017 
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Figure 3.1. Photo of the author with composer Terence Blanchard. January 7, 2017. Wyly 
Theatre, Dallas, TX 
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CHAPTER 4 

CONCLUSION 

In this study, I have examined the cultural symbolism of jazz music in film. By focusing 

on Terence Blanchard’s use of theme and variations, I was able to discover techniques that could 

add more depth and direction in my writing. In the process, my research led me to investigate 

how jazz music in film can offer a diverse, cultural perspective of African-Americans and people 

of color. I view this dissertation as a starting point to a larger field of study of perception and 

persuasion in the diegetic universe.  

Black Magic is my first compositional work that involves programmatic elements on a 

large scale. By following Blanchard’s example of incorporating meaning behind the music, I 

could utilize narrative subjects that had relevance to my life and experiences. The discoveries of 

orchestration, layered textures, theme and variations, along with form and development have 

broadened my thinking in composition.  

The purpose of this paper began as illuminating more accurate portrayals of black culture 

and people of color represented by the moving image. Since I’ve been writing it, reflections of 

today’s turmoil––socially, economically, politically––and the visual influence of its projected 

ideals raises concern about the influence of that moving image. It has become the responsibility 

of the artist to consider the social impact and tone parallel of their work to the spectator. Being 

that music accentuates these images, it carries just as much responsibility. Whether on or off the 

screen, the parallel exists. Our job as artists is to help further the sonic narration with care, 

consideration, and compassion.  
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